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INTRODUCTION

Individuals with vision impairment often experience
significantly increased morbidity, which is amplified
when related sensory and functional deficits are not comprehensively managed. Those with visual impairment
have twice the risk for falling, over four times the risk for
sustaining a hip fracture [3–5], and three times the risk
for clinical depression [6–7]. Persons with impaired
vision may also have increased social isolation [8];
greater difficulty reading information, such as their medication bottles [9]; earlier nursing home placement [10]
and community services utilization [11]; and increased
mortality [11–12].
In general, vision deficits are typically associated
with problems with visual acuity and visual fields. Unfortunately, this narrow conceptualization does not incorporate the visual perceptual or oculomotor deficits that are

Vision is one of our primary senses and is used continuously to gather information during functional activity.
The visual system is a sensitive and highly complex neural network that provides the sensory input (afferent
vision) required to interact with our dynamic environment [1] in addition to the eye movements (efferent
vision) that improve the visual percepts needed for spatial planning and object identification. During any medical assessment, vision is a critical component to consider,
regardless of clinical setting, demographics, or discipline.
Globally, the World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated that visual impairment of all etiologies affects
nearly 285 million people [2].
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Abstract—Vision impairments are highly prevalent after
acquired brain injury (ABI). Conceptual models that focus on
constructing intellectual frameworks greatly facilitate comprehension and implementation of practice guidelines in an interprofessional setting. The purpose of this article is to provide a
review of the vision literature in ABI, describe a conceptual
model for vision rehabilitation, explain its potential clinical
inferences, and discuss its translation into rehabilitation across
multiple practice settings and disciplines.
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paramount to cognitive and motor abilities, deficits that
affect the majority of individuals with acquired brain
injury (ABI) [13]. In fact, oculomotor dysfunction has
been estimated to be as high as 90 percent in individuals
with traumatic brain injury (TBI), followed by accommodative and convergence deficits [14–15]. Strabismus, cranial nerve palsies, visual field loss, and oculomotor
deficits also occur frequently in stroke [14–15]. A review
of these common visual impairments is included in the
Table [1,8,16–19,22].
It is estimated that approximately 25 percent of the
neocortex in humans is devoted to vision [13]. Therefore,
it follows that the prevalence and incidence of visual
impairments in ABI is high, secondary to this pervasive
and highly interconnected neural network. These frequent visual deficits magnify limitations in independence
in a myriad of ways, because the vast majority of functional activities are visually dominant. It is well known
that vision problems in stroke and TBI are associated
with limitations in activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living (ADL/IADL) [3–5,8,10–
12,20–21]. Moreover, functional implications of the
impaired visual system may limit recovery and progress
during standard rehabilitation and decrease overall quality of life [22].
Despite these potentially profound functional effects,
there is not a systematic approach to comprehensive
visual assessment and management. This is in contrast to

impairments in the language/speech, cognitive, and motor
domains, all of which have developed rehabilitative [4]
conceptual models that are universally accepted, mature,
and implemented as part of neurorehabilitation. We
believe vision rehabilitation is immature by comparison
[20–21], secondary to the multifaceted nature of vision
and the complexity of visual dysfunction following ABI;
we further believe that a new focus on an optimized conceptual model that guides clinicians through the referral
stream, in addition to screening tools and care models,
will lead to a paradigm shift.
Organizations have created guidelines, written articles, and initiated dialog; however, the recommendations
are only for select populations, specific professionals, or
one aspect of vision care or are not dedicated to rehabilitation [23–28]. These include the American Occupational
Therapy Association [29], the Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation Association [30], and the American Optometric
Association [31]. Individual professionals have also contributed significantly to the creation of frameworks or
concepts in vision rehabilitation. Warren developed an
organizational tool with a framework that conceptualizes
visual perceptual skill as a hierarchy in adults with ABI
[32]. Cilo et al., Ripley et al., and Cohen and Rein have all
described the importance of integrating the “vision specialist” (optometrist and/or the ophthalmologist) into the
interdisciplinary rehabilitation treatment team [33–36].

Table.
Visual impairments and visual functional deficits.

Visual Impairment
Accommodative Deficits
Vergence Deficits
Strabismus

Prevalence (%)
31–41
40–56
26–32

Pursuit/Saccade Deficits
Diplopia
Cranial Nerve Palsy

29
19
7

Fixation Deficits
Visual Field Deficits
Visual Acuity Deficits
Contrast Sensitivity Glare

9–13
46 (39 TBI,
67 CVA)
21
82

Visual Functional Deficits [1,8,16–19,22]
Difficulty with reading and writing tasks, diplopia, blurred vision
Difficulty with reading and writing tasks, diplopia, blurred vision
Deficits of binocularity, depth perception, and eye movements; potential visual
field deficits; double vision; and balance deficits
Difficulty with reading and writing tasks, diplopia, blurred vision
Blurred vision, balance deficits, nausea, reading deficits, visual motor deficits
Limited eye movements, diplopia, eyelid droop, abnormal pupil (glare issues), balance deficits, nausea, reading deficits
Difficulty with reading and writing tasks, diplopia, blurred vision
Difficulty with reading and writing tasks, ADL and IADL deficits, mobility deficit
Difficulty with reading and writing tasks, difficulty with mobility and navigation,
ADL and IADL deficits
Blurred vision, mobility deficits, ADL and IADL deficits (difficulty recognizing
objects and faces)

ADL = activities of daily living, CVA = cerebrovascular accident, IADL = instrumental ADL, TBI = traumatic brain injury.
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Suter and Harvey and Ashley describe a model for guiding vision rehabilitation of the complex visual system,
including its integration with other sensory and output
systems [37–38]. A four-tiered conceptual model of optometric care in TBI patients described by Ciuffueda and
Ludlam included the basic optometric examination and
analysis of ocular motor problems, nonocular motor problems, and non–vision-based problems [39]. Furthermore,
others have published reports on the importance of
screening for vision problems in select populations. For
example, Radmonski et al. discusses the importance of
routine vision screening as it relates to treatment planning
and the referral to vision specialists [40]. Goodrich et al.
developed a screening protocol that includes historical
questions and examination techniques to provide a set of
standardized clinical guidelines [41]; this tool can be leveraged as either a screen for or as an adjunct to a full eye
examination in order to provide optimal and uniform
vision care for the patient with mild TBI. Despite these
cogent practice guidelines, concepts, screens, and models
that shed light on various domains within the intersection
between neurorehabilitation and the visual system, there
is still not a universally accepted, interprofessional model
for comprehensive vision assessment and management in
a rehabilitation setting.
The American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine’s
(ACRM’s) Vision Task Force members have identified
this as a problem and as a causal influence for the lack of
communication and understanding between rehabilitation
clinicians. This lack of translation and communication
may have contributed to an absence of interprofessional
assessment and treatment plans to identify and address
visual impairment. In this article, a novel, comprehensive, and interprofessional conceptual model for vision
rehabilitation is described. Key terms are defined and
strategies are delineated regarding application and integration in clinical practice across all disciplines.

PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR VISION
REHABILITATION
Background on Development
The ACRM Stroke Interdisciplinary Special Interest
Group (ISIG) identified this emerging practice area as
underrepresented and deserving of increased and focused
attention. An interprofessional vision task force comprised
of ophthalmologists, optometrists, physiatrists, occupa-

tional therapists, and neuropsychologists was formed to
examine the gaps in vision rehabilitation and propose a
conceptual model to provide a framework for approaching
vision rehabilitation in clinical practice. During the early
meetings, the task force created the model element by element, starting with first contact in a healthcare setting and
ending with targeted interventions. The model relates
visual system assessment to impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions in the broader function
and quality of life domains (Figure 1).
The model’s foundation was started with reference to
the WHO’s International Classification of Functioning,
Disability, and Health (ICF) framework, emphasizing the
interconnection between diagnostic assessment and therapeutic intervention in interprofessional vision care [2]. ICF
terminology highlights major factors that support function,
including impairment, activity, participation, and contextual factors [2]. These dimensions in the classification system require practitioners, regardless of their discipline, to
utilize this vocabulary and create a universal thought construct for assessments and intervention, allowing for more
thorough clinical approaches that lend themselves to comparisons. The field of medical rehabilitation has been and
is trained to work within this framework, focusing on body
structure, function, activity, participation, environmental
factors, and personal factors.
Definitions for Conceptual Model
To organize the conceptual model for vision rehabilitation, it was imperative to determine a standard language
and classification framework. “Visual function” and “functional vision” are the key terms that differentiate the two
core domains within the conceptual model. Visual function
describes how the eye, as an organ, and lower-order cerebral mechanisms function [42]; the term visual impairments
is used to describe deficits in this context. Functional vision
describes how the person functions and indicates deficits in
higher-order cerebral mechanisms [43–44], and when
describing deficits in this context, the term visual dysfunction is utilized. These distinct terms stress that visual function and functional vision represent aspects that require
different, albeit interrelated, approaches to the comprehensive examination of vision. Additionally, these furtherdelineated domains not only permit identification of
impairments and dysfunction but also communication
between care providers, establishing the link between organ
and function that is essential to rehabilitation and recovery.
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Figure 1.
Conceptual model for vision rehabilitation.

The diagnosticians in this framework are categorized
as “vision specialists” and “non-vision specialists” (clinicians). The vision specialists are the ophthalmologists,
optometrists, or other professionals who specialize in vision
rehabilitation and who historically assess the visual system
and how it functions, primarily at the lower-order cerebral
mechanism level, although at times they may also assess
the higher-order level. Often vision specialists are initially
consultants and are then integrated into the traditional interprofessional rehabilitation team. The non-vision specialists
(clinicians) include members of the interprofessional rehabilitation team, encompassing physicians, nurses, occupational therapists, physical therapists, speech-language
pathologists, neuropsychologists/psychologists, and thera-

peutic recreation specialists. All members of the rehabilitation team address vision directly or indirectly in a broader
context and assist in the detection of visual dysfunction at
the higher-order cerebral level and visual impairment at the
lower-order level; the primary focus for the broader context
within rehabilitation is always function and quality of life.
Traditionally, an ophthalmologist or optometrist provides vision care as the focus of their practice. Ophthalmologists are medical physicians who provide comprehensive
medical, surgical, and optical care at the organ level [32].
Optometrists focus on the eyes and related visual structures,
as well as the lower-order and, more variably, the higherorder visual systems, including visual information processing in humans at the organ and person level [31]. In terms
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of vision rehabilitation, ophthalmologists and optometrists,
in conjunction with other vision specialists (e.g., OD, VRT,
etc.) and non-vision specialists (e.g., OT, PT, SLP, etc.),
often work together to determine treatment programs that
are prescribed and monitored to support, integrate, and
enhance visual input and processing skills and address
ADL/IADL. Most commonly, unless an ocular emergency presents, ophthalmologists and optometrists are not
part of the acute medical team and, consequently, are
often unable to assess a patient’s visual status immediately following or even shortly after a neurological event.
By contrast, the non-vision specialists (clinicians),
including the interprofessional rehabilitation team, may
have contact with an individual soon after an acute neurological event. These clinicians are keen observers on
the frontline in care models, spending significant periods
of time with the patients in a hands-on, functional capacity. This is the optimal position in which to observe
higher-order cerebral mechanisms of vision. However,
current practice predominantly supports their involvement in assessing meta-level functional implications,
often focusing on the totality of impairments and how to
remediate these deficits with broad strategies to compensate, substitute, and remediate. While this is undoubtedly
essential, it leaves to be determined whether highlighting
and focusing on the underlying visual impairments and
dysfunction with more specificity could further assist in
optimizing functional improvement. This is where the
vision specialists with an interest and education in vision
rehabilitation can bridge the gap. The proposed framework communicates an integrated approach in which
frontline non-vision specialists (clinicians) communicate
the broader functional vision perspective and collaborate
with the vision specialists as they narrow in on the vision
impairment, connecting the associated dysfunction or
functional vision to the visual function, a construct that is
paramount to the comprehensive assessment model.
Figure 1 illustrates the important interaction between
the vision specialist and non-vision specialist (clinician),
enabling dialog to improve the sensitivity and specificity of
visual screening. For example, following initial screening
and detection, the vision specialist may initiate care by
diagnosing visual function (organ) impairment on the
lower-order cerebral level or body structure level, i.e., retina to optic nerve to visual cortices (circle on the left side of
the schematic). However, knowing how the eyes function
does not fully inform the clinician about how the person
functions on the body level (the circle on the right side of

the schematic). For this reason, we stress the importance of
the non-vision specialist (clinician) roles to further screen
for dysfunction. The model standardizes the nomenclature
and organizes a process to systematically integrate assessment of the organ-level impairment (visual function) and
person-level dysfunction (functional vision).
The combination of specialists’ care is highlighted in
the figure as the overlapping circular areas and represents
an interprofessional approach to patient-centered care
(the funnel in the central portion of the schematic). The
comprehensive assessments will assist clinicians in determining how vision affects the broad categories of mobility, learning, communication, applied knowledge, ADL,
IADL, interpersonal interactions, leisure activities, work,
and relationships (detailed in the circular cycle on the
right side of the schematic). For example, a patient who
has had a stroke with a resultant left homonymous hemianopsia will interact and communicate with the world
differently, and accommodations will undoubtedly be
necessitated. Whether accommodations include strategies
to navigate safely in crowded environments or an instruction set focusing on IADL, integration of vision rehabilitation is a mandatory overlay for comprehensive stroke
rehabilitation. In addition, the focus areas identified by
the functional assessment will inform interventions that
facilitate functional vision (Figure 2).
The key is integration. The natural relationship
between the organ-level assessment for visual function and
the person-level assessment for functional vision is consistent with the ICF framework as previously stated. Following this union, the non-vision specialist (clinician) and the
vision specialist can better provide therapeutic interventions that are tailored to the individual’s needs and
designed to remediate the vision function impairment and
the functional vision dysfunction, targeting health, wellbeing, and quality of life.
Scientific Rationale, Evidence, and Translation
Typically, a professional’s screening method is influenced by a multitude of factors that may include workplace
behaviors, responsibilities, collaborations/partnerships,
research projects, mentorship, and/or expected standards at
a particular institution. Despite these influences, it is very
important to make sure that best practice guidelines are followed and that the guidelines are evidence based. This goal
becomes exceedingly difficult if a practice framework or
conceptual model does not exist to reference or provide
guidance to the interprofessional team.
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Figure 2.
Conceptual model for vision rehabilitation example.

It is well known that disease severity is manifested
clinically by its effect on general function, a key metric
used to determine intervention and subsequent follow-up
[45–48]. In fact, only by testing functional vision in different modalities, in combination with visual function
and under different conditions, can the treatment providers gain an understanding of the comprehensive deficits
and their associated severities [48]. The vision conceptual model underscores the importance of an interprofessional assessment, given the complex nature of vision
and its functional correlates. Moreover, visual function
and functional vision are far from unidimensional con-

structs and need a multifaceted assessment and treatment
approach with clinicians of disparate backgrounds.
Interprofessional collaboration during vision assessment and its related functional correlates is of great importance, and improved dialog between professionals may lead
to better patient outcomes. When professionals work
together, optimized and cost-effective outcomes may
be achieved with the potential for less redundancy in diagnostic testing and expeditious therapeutic planning. This
collegiality allows for clinicians to learn from each other, to
engage in the clinical audit of outcomes together, and to
generate innovative solutions, ensuring progressive practice
and service [49]. A pivotal step in safeguarding the success
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of this conceptual model and the interprofessional dialog,
as previously described, is a lexicon and framework that
scaffolds onto vision function and functional vision. Ultimately, this model may allow the interprofessional team to
anticipate which interventions will yield the best results and
where expected gains may have synergistic effects on functional vision or performance level. Reporting these positive
outcomes or negative results to the broader team and contextualizing them in the framework will ensure expeditious
pivots in intervention and customized approaches that may
yield continually improving outcomes.
As vision function and functional vision exist on a continuous spectrum, basic visual impairments (e.g., acuity,
oculomotor skills) result in poor performance on more complex and advanced visuoperceptual tasks [50]. As noted previously, Warren [32] established a hierarchical model of
visual-spatial abilities in which the most basic skills form
the foundation for each successive level. At the ground
level, visuoperceptual skills begin with oculomotor control,
visual fields, and visual acuity, with an ascending hierarchy
involving attention, scanning, pattern recognition, visual
memory, and visual cognition (managing more complex and
integrated visual processing skills). In summary, many
aspects of visual perception may be impaired by ocular disorders or neurological dysfunction; infrequently, the
visuoperceptual disorder will be confined to a single or
small set of impairments and dysfunctions. Thus, the interplay of visual function and functional vision is extensive and
pervasive. This conceptual model for vision rehabilitation is
a catalyst for addressing the comprehensive, interprofessional approach to vision assessment and treatment.
The evidence abounds for the concept of structured
visual examinations for patients with ABI [17,36,48–49].
Furthermore, if we assume that the integration of “vision
specialists” into our rehabilitation team is successful,
ample evidence suggests that visual deficits can be remediated through vision rehabilitation [50–55]. Padula et al.
have developed comprehensive courses to address visual
impairment and subsequent dysfunction and even proposed changes in legislation to better address these needs
[56–58]. Kerkhoff et al. [59–62] have developed a comprehensive model of visual ability concentrated in four main
activity types: mobility, binocular vision, reading, and
visual memory, highlighting the implications for rehabilitation and this construct as a framework for therapeutic
approaches [20]. As a tangible example, it is well established that sports-specific or drill-specific training can
affect oculomotor behavior, a correlate for vision rehabili-

tation, revealing that therapeutic exercise can modulate
visuomotor skills [63–67].
As described briefly in the “Introduction,” previous
research supports the need for a comprehensive approach
to vision care following brain injury [33,35,37]. Vision
specialists are an important part of a broader interprofessional team. The pivotal role vision plays in performance
and function has been described [68–70] and must be a
core feature that is integrated into an intellectual framework. Moreover, our maturing population, with increasing rates of sight-threatening, age-related conditions,
could compound issues with visual impairment and dysfunction secondary to brain injury [71], which can affect
the patient more severely on the person level or functional vision level. It has already been shown that these
expanding, age-related visually compromising conditions
interface with rehabilitation [72–76], and these novel
concepts [58,75,77–80], as delineated previously, must
account for and integrate these disorders into the framework to expand the knowledge base accordingly.
Recommendations, Future Directions, and Clinical
Inferences
There has been limited documentation emphasizing
the value of interprofessional assessment and treatment
related to visual function and functional vision. The use
of a conceptual model for understanding these constructs
within an interprofessional approach to vision rehabilitation can guide both assessment and, subsequently, treatment in a more thorough and cohesive manner, leading to
improved patient care and outcomes. Regardless of discipline, professionals can utilize this model as a framework
to improve practice standards because (1) it is a guide to
address how visual function and functional vision can be
systematically approached in an integrated fashion, and
(2) it can assist the individual team members in selecting
appropriate referrals, conceptualizing assessment, initiating intervention, and improving communication with the
interprofessional team.
Future directions for vision rehabilitation include
presenting in educational forums at the regional and
national levels, collaborating with accreditation agencies,
and initiating dialog with payers to include functional
vision as a necessary element to be addressed and reimbursed for in rehabilitation.
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CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, incorporating vision specialists into the
care team and understanding the integration of both functional vision and visual function into a core knowledge
base, as communicated by this conceptual model, provides
the foundation for optimal assessment and therapeutic
remediation. This model could ultimately affect quality of
life and patient safety with appropriate assessment and utilization of an expanded, interprofessional approach to
assessing the visual function–functional vision spectrum.
To this end, clinicians will have the opportunity to ensure
that effective compensatory, substitutive, and restorative
interventions are efficiently deployed [45].
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